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1.Due to recent data protection legislation, your client has asked how to protect the integrity of their z/OS
audit records.
What system function should be recommended?
A. Pervasive Encryption
B. zSecure Audit
C. Crypto Express adapter
D. Signed SMF data
Answer: A
2.Which IBM Cloud offering relies on Secure Service Container (SSC) for its security?
A. IBM Cloud DevOps
B. IBM Cloud Secure Virtualization
C. IBM Cloud Provisioning and Management
D. IBM Blockchain Platform
Answer: C
3.A customer has a new z14 and would like Container Pricing for the z/OS system based on their monthly
usage.
How will the pricing be based through Resourcelink tables?
A. MIPS
B. LSPR
C. ITRR
D. MSU
Answer: D
4.Which of the following best describes the term “RPO”?
A. The point at which the data is in a consistent state at both the primary and the backup sites.
B. The point at which the business declares a disaster.
C. The point at which GDPS software begins automatic failover.
D. The point at which the age of data at the backup site is acceptable.
Answer: D
5.Intel marketing argues that their chip-based encryption is equivalent to IBM Z Systems capability.
As it relates to Pervasive Encryption, which of the following statements most accurately counters this
Intel-centric claim?
A. Coupling IBM Pervasive Encryption with Intel encryption is sufficient as Intel exploitation requires no
application changes
B. Intel encryption requires application changes
C. Intel encryption established parity with the IBM Z High Performance Bulk Data Encryption capability
D. IBM Pervasive Encryption leverages Full Disk Encryption (FDE) within their Intel servers
Answer: A
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